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SILVER

BRONZE

A range of Cabinets to control and track keys

This range of cabinets are manufactured and tested to the 
highest standards. Each cabinet has been appointed a strength
and security test from gold through to bronze. Their high quality
manufacture and multiple locking options make them ideal 
from domestic to high security commercial applications.

Key Control

Key Locking Standard
Unless otherwise requested 
the cabinets are supplied with
key locking as standard. The lock
type will vary depending upon 
its position in our Gold, Silver 
or Bronze grading. Securikey
recognise that there may be 
a requirement to add or alter 
the standard locking option, 
it is for this reason we offer 
the follow alternatives

Factory set combination - 
A combination lock with 4 preset
combinations. Bronze range only.

Electronic safe lock with 
Audit trail - 
Full function lock with multiple
users, audit trail and time locking
to prevent unauthorised entry
during specific time zones.
Available on all grades.

Dial combination lock - 
A combination lock used
extensively in the safe industry.
Offers in excess of 1 million
combinations. Available on all
grades.

Basic electronic locking - 
Our entry level digital keypad
lock. Bronze range only.

Electronic safe lock - 
A heavy duty style lock with
versions available from La Gard
and Mas Hamilton depending
upon personal preference. 
All with multiple user codes.
Available on all grades.
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HIGH SECURITY
Whilst being equipped in the same manor as the bronze range for key control and
organisation the similarities stop there. The high security range meet our Gold
grading and offer the ultimate in protection. The construction is based upon the
technology used to manufacture cash safes and offers 3 way bolt locking and a
6mm steel slab door. Equipped with an approved safe lock, this range is the best
available in today’s market.

GOLD

HIGH SECURITY SYSTEMS

H x W x Dmm Weight
System 60/HS Holds up to 60 Keys 436 x 460 x 120 24 kg
System 100/HS Holds up to 100 Keys 636 x 460 x 120 32 kg
System 150/HS Holds up to 150 Keys 636 x 460 x 200 42 kg
System 200/HS Holds up to 200 Keys 636 x 460 x 200 43 kg
System 300/HS Holds up to 300 Keys 636 x 460 x 300 54 kg

KEY:

1: 3MM STEEL BODY

2: ADJUSTABLE HOOK BAR

3: 6MM STEEL PLATE DOOR

4: SAFE LOCK

5: 20MM Ø LOCKING BOLTS

6: CLEVER KEY TAGS

The High Security version is the most secure key
filing systems in our range. Construction is based
around the technology used to manufacture safes.
Locking is via a VDS approved safe lock. This key
filing system is most secure when recessed into
the wall.  3mm Body and 6mm Door.

This unit is used extensively
in many UK prestige motor
dealers as well as police
stations and banks providing
the ultimate in secure key
control.

Unparalleled key protection.

Door Slab and Locking Bolt Safe Lock
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